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ABSTRACT
Provided is a SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices, including that an SIP server establishes a secure connection with a source MTC device and a secure connection with a target MTC device respectively through a GBA manner or a GBA-push manner, the SIP server generates an application layer session key, sends the application layer session key to the source MTC device through the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device, and sends the application layer session key to the target MTC through the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device. A SIP-based system and apparatus for secure communication between MTC devices are also provided. The establishment of a secure connection between MTC devices based on an SIP protocol can be implemented.
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Fig. 3

An SIP server establishes a secure connection with a source MTC device and a target MTC device respectively through a GBA manner or a GBA-push manner.

The SIP server generates an application layer session key, and sends the application layer session key to the source MTC device by using the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device, and sends the application layer session key to the target MTC device by using the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device.
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SIP-BASED METHOD, APPARATUS AND SYSTEM FOR SECURE COMMUNICATION BETWEEN MTC DEVICES

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the technical field of wireless communications, and particularly to a Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)-based method, apparatus and system for secure communication between Machine Type Communication (MTC) devices.

BACKGROUND

MTC is a generic term of a series of techniques and combinations thereof for implementing data communication and exchange between machines, or between machines and humans by applying wireless communication technologies. MTC have two meanings, one of which refers to a machine itself, called as an intelligent device in the field of embedding, and the other one refers to a connection between machines to connect the machines through a network. MTC is applied broadly such as to intelligent measurement, remote monitoring, tracking and medical treatment etc., to make human life more intelligent. Compared with traditional communications between humans, MTC devices, which are numerous and applied widely, have a great market prospect.

An SIP is a signaling protocol proposed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) in 1999 to implement a real-time communication application in an Internet Protocol (IP)-based network, especially in a network environment having such a structure as the Internet, while a so-called session refers to data exchange between users. In an SIP protocol-based application, each session may be contents of various different types, which may be common text data, or may be digitalized audio and video data, or may be data of an application such as a game etc., thus session application is extremely flexible.

Components of an SIP network include an SIP user agent and an SIP server. Distinguished according to logical functions, an SIP network system is composed of four elements: SIP user agents, an SIP proxy server, a redirect server, and an SIP registrar server.

The SIP user agents, also known as SIP terminals, are ultimate users in the SIP system and defined as an application in a protocol RFC3261. According to different roles the SIP user agents play in sessions, the SIP user agents may be further divided into User Agent Clients (UAC) and User Agent Servers (UAS), wherein the former is configured to initiate a call request while the latter is configured to respond to the call request.

The SIP proxy server, which is an intermediary element, is both a client and a server and is capable of parsing a name, sending a call request to a next hop server on behalf of a user, and then the server determines a next hop address.

The redirect server, which is a server for planning an SIP call path, notifies a user immediately after obtaining a next hop address so that the user initiates a request to the next hop address while the user himself stops control over the call.

The SIP register server is configured to complete login to an UAS. In a network element of the SIP system, all UASs need to log in to a certain server so that the UASs can be found by UACs through the server.

The SIP mainly supports the following functions.
1. User location: a location of an end system used by communication is determined;
2. Exchange of user capabilities: an employed medium type and an employed medium parameter are determined;
3. Determination of user availability: whether a called party is in an idle state and is willing to join in communication is determined.
4. Establishment of a call: a called party is invited and prompted, and a call parameter is transmitted between a calling party and the called party.
5. Processing of a call, which includes call termination and call transfer, etc.

In practical application, the SIP protocol may be applied in a session establishment process in an MTC system.

In an MTC communication system, an MTC device may communicate with other MTC servers or MTC devices through a 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) network. For security reasons, when the MTC device communicates through the 3GPP network, a secure connection needs to be established between the MTC device and an MTC server, or between the MTC device and another MTC device. The secure connection between the MTC device and the MTC server or between the MTC device and the other MTC device belongs to a function of an application layer. For communication between the MTC device and the MTC server, an application layer session key may be generated between the communicating MTC device and MTC server through a Generic Bootstrapping Architecture (GBA) manner or a GBA-push manner, so as to establish the secure connection between the MTC device and the MTC server, thus implementing secure information interaction between the MTC device and the MTC server. Communication between MTC devices may be direct data communication of an application layer. As shown in FIG. 1, the communication between the MTC devices may be also indirect data communication of an application layer, which is performed by the MTC server, as shown in FIG. 2.

In a communication scenario between MTC devices, an application layer session key between the MTC devices cannot be generated directly through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner. Since two communication parties are MTC devices, a secure connection cannot be established through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner in communication between the MTC devices. The SIP protocol may be applied in a process of establishing a session between the MTC devices. However, the SIP is only applied to establish a session between the MTC devices. In this case, an application layer session key will not be generated in the process of establishing the session, thus a session connection established by the SIP can hardly ensure secure communication between the MTC devices. Then, a problem to be solved is how to establish an application layer session key between MTC devices while establishing a session between the MTC devices so as to establish a secure session connection between the communicating MTC devices.

SUMMARY

In view of this, embodiments of the disclosure provide an SIP-based method, apparatus and system for secure communication between MTC devices so as to solve the problem that a session connection established through an SIP can hardly ensure secure communication between MTC devices.

To realize the purpose above, technical solutions of the embodiments of the disclosure are implemented by the following way.

An embodiment of the disclosure provides an SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices, wherein the method includes that:
a secure connection between an SIP server and a source MTC device and a secure connection between the SIP server and a target MTC device are established respectively through a GBA manner or a GBA-push manner;

the SIP server generates an application layer session key; the application layer session key is sent to the source MTC device through the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device; the application layer session key is sent to the target MTC device through the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device.

The step that the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device and the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device are established respectively through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner may include that:

the source MTC device sends a SESSION REQUEST to the SIP server;

the SIP server establishes the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner after receiving the SESSION REQUEST; and

the SIP server inquires for an address of the target MTC device according to the SESSION REQUEST, and establishes the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner.

The step that the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device and the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device are established respectively through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner may include that:

the source MTC device establishes the secure connection with the SIP server through the GBA manner;

the source MTC device sends a SESSION REQUEST to the SIP server through the secure connection between the source MTC device and the SIP server; and

the SIP server inquires for an address of the target MTC device according to the SESSION REQUEST, and establishes the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner.

After establishing the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device, the method may further include that:

the SIP server forwards the SESSION REQUEST to the target MTC device through the secure connection with the target MTC device; and

the target MTC device sends a session response message to the SIP server through the secure connection with the SIP server.

The SIP server may receive the session response message through the secure connection with the target MTC device, and determine, according to the session response message, whether the target MTC device accepts a session invitation of the source MTC device; if the target MTC device accepts the session invitation of the source MTC device, then the SIP server generates an application layer session key according to a key generating algorithm stored in the SIP server.

The step that the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device and the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device are established respectively through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner may include that:

the source MTC device sends a SESSION REQUEST to the SIP server;
device and the secure connection with the target MTC device respectively through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner.

The step that the SIP server generates the application layer session key may include that:

- after establishing the secure connection with the source MTC device and the secure connection with the target MTC device, the SIP server generates the application layer session key according to a key generating algorithm stored in the SIP server.

After sending the application layer session key to the source MTC device and the target MTC device respectively, the method may further include that the source MTC device encrypts session acknowledgement information through the application layer session key, and sends the session acknowledgement information to the target MTC device directly.

An embodiment of the disclosure further provides an SIP-based system for secure communication between MTC devices. The system includes an SIP server, a source MTC device and a target MTC device, wherein

- the SIP server is configured to establish a secure connection with the source MTC device and the target MTC device respectively through a GBA manner or a GBA-push manner, and is further configured to generate an application layer session key, to send the application layer session key to the source MTC device through the secure connection with the source MTC device, and to send the application layer session key to the target MTC device through the secure connection with the target MTC device.

The source MTC device may be configured to send a SESSION REQUEST.

The target MTC device may be configured to feed back a session response message.

The SIP server may be further configured to forward the SESSION REQUEST to the target MTC device and forward the session response message to the source MTC device.

The SIP server may be further configured to, after receiving the session response message, determine according to the session response message, whether the target MTC device accepts a session invitation of the source MTC device.

An embodiment of the disclosure further provides an SIP-based apparatus for secure communication between MTC devices, wherein the apparatus includes a secure connection establishing module and a session key generating module, wherein

- the secure connection establishing module is configured to establish a secure connection between an SIP server and a source MTC device and a secure connection between the SIP server and a target MTC device respectively through a GBA manner or a GBA-push manner;

- the session key generating module is configured to generate an application layer session key, send the application layer session key to the source MTC device through the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device, and send the application layer session key to the target MTC device through the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device.

The apparatus may further include a determining module, which is configured to forward to the target MTC device a SESSION REQUEST sent by the source MTC device, and forward to the source MTC device a session response message fed back by the target MTC device, and is further configured to determine, according to the session response message, whether the target MTC device accepts a session invitation of the source MTC device.

In the SIP-based method, system and apparatus for secure communication between MTC devices according to the embodiments of the disclosure, a secure connection between an SIP server and a source MTC device and a secure connection between the SIP server and a target MTC device are established respectively through a GBA manner or a GBA-push manner; the SIP server generates an application layer session key, and sends the application layer session key to the source MTC device and the target MTC device respectively through the secure connections with the source MTC device and the secure connections with the target MTC device. In the solutions above, communication between MTC devices is implemented by session connections established on SIP. An application layer session key between a source MTC device and a target MTC device is generated during a process of establishing a session connection so as to establish a secure session connection between MTC devices in communication, thus solving the security problem of communication between MTC devices.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of direct communication between MTC devices;

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of communication between MTC devices through an MTC server;

FIG. 3 is an SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 4 is an implementation process of SIP-based secure communication between MTC devices according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 5 is an implementation process of SIP-based secure communication between MTC devices according to a second embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 6 is an implementation process of SIP-based secure communication between MTC devices according to the third embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 7 is an implementation process of SIP-based secure communication between MTC devices according to the fourth embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 8 is an implementation process of SIP-based secure communication between MTC devices according to the fifth embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of an SIP-based system for secure communication between MTC devices according to an embodiment of the disclosure; and

FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of an SIP-based apparatus for secure communication between MTC devices according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The technical solutions of the disclosure will be further expounded in conjunction with the accompanying drawings and specific embodiments.

A solution of secure communication between MTC devices according to the embodiments of the disclosure is that a secure connection between an SIP server and a source MTC device and a secure connection between the SIP server and a target MTC device are established respectively through a GBA manner or a GBA-push manner during an SIP-based establishment of a session between MTC devices, and an application layer session key generated by the SIP server is sent to the source MTC device and the target MTC device respectively, thus implementing establishment of secure session connections between the MTC devices.
In an embodiment of the disclosure, an MTC device refers to a device applied to machine-to-machine communication in a mobile communication network. A Universal Integrated Circuit Card (UICC) is arranged in the MTC device, and a module for identifying a user identity (e.g., a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM), a Universal Subsber Identity Module (USIM) and an Internet Protocol (IP) Multimedia Services Identity Module (ISIM) etc.) is located on the UICC.

As shown in FIG. 3, an SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices according to an embodiment of the disclosure includes the following steps:

Step S301: A secure connection between an SIP server and a source MTC device and a secure connection between the SIP server and a target MTC device are established respectively through a GBA manner or a GBA-push manner; and

Step S302: The SIP server generates an application layer session key, and sends the application layer session key to the source MTC device and the target MTC device respectively through the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device and through the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device.

The technical solutions above will be illustrated through specific embodiments as below.

FIG. 4 shows a process of SIP-based secure communication between MTC devices according to the first embodiment of the disclosure, including the following steps:

Step S401: A source MTC device sends a SESSION REQUEST (i.e., INVITE) to a target MTC device, and the SESSION REQUEST is sent to an SIP server first;

Step S402: After receiving the SESSION REQUEST, the SIP server establishes a secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device through a GBA manner (or may be also a GBA-push manner);

Step S403: The SIP server inquires for an address of the target MTC device according to the SESSION REQUEST;

Step S404: The SIP server establishes a secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device through the GBA manner (or may be also the GBA-push manner);

Step S405: The SIP server sends the SESSION REQUEST to the target MTC device through the secure connection with the target MTC device;

Step S406: The target MTC device sends a session response message to the source MTC device; the session response message is sent to the SIP server first through the secure connection between the target MTC device and the SIP server;

Step S407: The SIP server receives the session response message and determines according to the session response message, whether the target MTC device accepts a session invitation of the source MTC device; if the target MTC device accepts the session invitation of the source MTC device, Step S408 is performed, otherwise, the SIP server forwards the session response message to the source MTC device directly and the process ends;

Step S408: The SIP server generates an application layer session key according to a key generating algorithm stored in the SIP server;

Step S409: The SIP server sends the application layer session key and the session response message to the source MTC device through the secure connection with the source MTC device;

Step S410: The SIP server sends the application layer session key to the target MTC device through the secure connection with the target MTC device;

Step S411: The source MTC device encrypts session acknowledgement information through the application layer session key and sends the session acknowledgement information to the target MTC device directly, in this way, a secure session connection is established between the source MTC device and the MTC device; and

Step S412: The source MTC device and the target MTC device start data interaction based on the secure session connection to perform a session securely.

FIG. 5 shows a process of SIP-based secure communication between MTC devices according to the second embodiment of the disclosure, including the following steps:

Step S501: A source MTC device establishes a secure connection with an SIP server through a GBA manner;

Step S502: The source MTC device sends a SESSION REQUEST to a target MTC device, the SESSION REQUEST is sent to the SIP server first through the secure connection between the source MTC device and the SIP server.

Step S503: The SIP server inquires for an address of the target MTC device through the SESSION REQUEST;

Step S504: The SIP server establishes a secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device through a GBA manner (or may be also a GBA-push manner);

Step S505: The SIP server forwards the SESSION REQUEST to the target MTC device through the secure connection with the target MTC device;

Step S506: The target MTC device sends a session response message to the source MTC device; the session response message is sent to the SIP server first through the secure connection between the target MTC device and the SIP server;

Step S507: The SIP server receives the session response message and determines according to the session response message, whether the target MTC device accepts a session invitation of the source MTC device; if the target MTC device accepts the session invitation of the source MTC device, Step S508 is performed, otherwise, the SIP server forwards the session response message to the source MTC device directly and the process ends;

Step S508: The SIP server generates an application layer session key according to a key generating algorithm stored in the SIP server;

Step S509: The SIP server sends the application layer session key and the session response message to the source MTC device through the secure connection with the source MTC device;

Step S510: The SIP server sends the application layer session key to the target MTC device through the secure connection with the target MTC device;

Step S511: The source MTC device encrypts session acknowledgement information through the application layer session key and sends the session acknowledgement information to the target MTC device directly, in this way, a secure session connection is established between the source MTC device and the MTC device; and

Step S512: The source MTC device and the target MTC device start data interaction based on the secure session connection to perform a session securely.

FIG. 6 shows a process of SIP-based secure communication between MTC devices according to the third embodiment of the disclosure, including the following steps:

Step S601: A source MTC device sends a SESSION REQUEST to a target MTC device, and the SESSION REQUEST is sent to an SIP server first;

Step S602: After receiving the SESSION REQUEST, the SIP server establishes a secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device through a GBA manner (or may be also a GBA-push manner);
Step S603: The SIP server inquires for an address of the target MTC device according to the SESSION REQUEST;
Step S604: The SIP server forwards the SESSION REQUEST to the target MTC device;
Step S605: The target MTC device sends a session response message to the source MTC device; the session response message is sent to the SIP server first;
Step S606: The SIP server receives the session response message and determines according to the session response message, whether the target MTC device accepts a session invitation of the source MTC device; if the target MTC device accepts the session invitation of the source MTC device, Step S607 is performed, otherwise, the SIP server forwards the session response message to the source MTC device directly and the process ends;
Step S607: The SIP server establishes a secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device through the GBA manner (or may be also the GBA-push manner);
Step S608: The SIP server generates an application layer session key according to a key generating algorithm stored in the SIP server;
Step S609: The SIP server sends the application layer session key and the session response message to the source MTC device through the secure connection with the target MTC device;
Step S701: The source MTC device encrypts session acknowledgement information through the application layer session key and sends the session acknowledgement information to the target MTC device directly. In this way, a secure session connection is established between the source MTC device and the MTC device; and
Step S702: The source MTC device and the target MTC device start data interaction based on the secure session connection to perform a session securely;

FIG. 7 shows a process of SIP-based secure communication between MTC devices according to the fourth embodiment of the disclosure, including the following steps:
Step S703: A source MTC device establishes a secure connection with an SIP server through a GBA manner;
Step S704: The source MTC device sends a SESSION REQUEST (INVITIE) to a target MTC device; the SESSION REQUEST is sent to the SIP server first through the secure connection between the source MTC device and the SIP server;
Step S705: The SIP server inquires for an address of the target MTC device through the SESSION REQUEST;
Step S706: The SIP server forwards the SESSION REQUEST to the target MTC device;
Step S707: The target MTC device sends a session response message to the source MTC device; the session response message is sent to the SIP server first;
Step S708: The SIP server receives the session response message and determines according to the session response message, whether the target MTC device accepts a session invitation of the source MTC device; if the target MTC device accepts the session invitation of the source MTC device, Step S707 is performed, otherwise, the SIP server forwards the session response message to the source MTC device directly and the process ends;
Step S709: The SIP server generates an application layer session key according to a key generating algorithm stored in the SIP server;
Step S710: The SIP server sends the application layer session key and the session response message to the source MTC device through the secure connection with the target MTC device;
Step S711: The source MTC device encrypts session acknowledgement information through the application layer session key and sends the session acknowledgement information to the target MTC device directly. In this way, a secure session connection is established between the source MTC device and the MTC device; and
Step S712: The source MTC device and the target MTC device start data interaction based on the secure session connection to perform a session securely.
Through the technical solutions above, a secure connection may be established between MTC devices based on an SIP protocol during communication between the MTC devices.

FIG. 9 shows a schematic diagram of an SIP-based system for secure communication between MTC devices according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

The system includes an SIP server 10, a source MTC device 20 and a target MTC device 30, wherein

the SIP server 10 is configured to establish a secure connection with the source MTC device 20 and a secure connection with the target MTC device 30 respectively through a GBA manner or a GBA-push manner, and is further configured to generate an application layer session key to send the application layer session key to the source MTC device 20 through the secure connection with the source MTC device 20, and to send the application layer session key to the target MTC device 30 through the secure connection with the target MTC device 30.

The source MTC device 20 is configured to send a SESSION REQUEST.

The target MTC device 30 is configured to feed back a session response message.

Accordingly, the SIP server 10 is further configured to forward the SESSION REQUEST to the target MTC device 30 and forward the session response message to the source MTC device 20. The SIP server 10 is further configured to, after receiving the session response message, determine according to the session response message, whether the target MTC device 30 accepts a session invitation of the source MTC device 20.

In the embodiment of the disclosure, the SIP server 10 may be an SIP register server, or an SIP server of other types.

FIG. 10 shows a structure block diagram of an SIP-based apparatus for secure communication between MTC devices according to an embodiment of the disclosure. Preferably, the apparatus is applied to an SIP server 10. As illustrated in the figure, the apparatus includes a determining module 101, a secure connection establishing module 102 and a session key generating module 103, wherein

the determining module 101 is configured to forward a SESSION REQUEST sent by a source MTC device 20 to a target MTC device 30, and to forward a session response message fed back by the target MTC device 30 to the source MTC device 20, and is further configured to determine, according to the session response message, whether the target MTC device 30 accepts a session invitation of the source MTC device 20;

the secure connection establishing module 102 is configured to establish a secure connection between the SIP server and a source MTC device 20 and a secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device 30 respectively through a GBA manner or a GBA-push manner;

the session key generating module 103 is configured to generate an application layer session key, to send the application layer session key to the target MTC device 20 through the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device 20, and to send the application layer session key to the target MTC device 30 through the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device 30.

Besides, the determining module 101, the secure connection establishing module 102 and the session key generating module 103 may be implemented by a Central Processing Unit (CPU), a Micro Processing Unit (MPU), a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) or a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) in an SIP-based apparatus for secure communication between MTC devices.

In the embodiments of the disclosure, communication between MTC devices is implemented by session connection established based on SIP. An application layer session key between a source MTC device and a target MTC device is generated during a process of establishing a session connection so as to establish a secure session connection between communicating MTC devices, thus solving the security problem of communication between MTC devices.

Apparently, those skilled in the art shall understand that the modules or the steps of the disclosure may be implemented by a general-purpose computing device and they may be centralized on a single computing device or distributed over a network consisting of a plurality of computing devices. Optionally, they may be implemented using program codes executable by a computing device so that they may be stored in a storage device and executed by the computing device. In addition, the steps as illustrated or described may be executed according to a sequence different from that described herein in some cases, or they may be implemented by fabricating them into integrated circuit modules respectively or by fabricating a plurality of modules or steps of them into a single integrated circuit module. Thus, the disclosure is not limited to any specific combination of hardware and software.

The foregoing descriptions are only preferred embodiments of the disclosure and are not used for limiting the protection scope of the disclosure.

What is claimed is:

1. A Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)-based method for secure communication between Machine Type Communication (MTC) devices, comprising:

   establishing a secure connection between an SIP server and a source MTC device and a secure connection between the SIP server and a target MTC device respectively through a Generic Bootstrapping Architecture (GBA) manner or a GBA-push manner;

   generating, by the SIP server, an application layer session key;

   sending, by the SIP server, the application layer session key to the source MTC device through the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device;

   sending, by the SIP server, the application layer session key to the target MTC device through the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device;

   encrypting, by the source MTC device, session acknowledgement information through the application layer session key;

   sending, by the source MTC device, the session acknowledgement information to the target MTC device directly to establish a secure session connection between the source MTC device and the target MTC device; and

   starting, by the source MTC device and the target MTC device, data interaction based on the secure session connection to perform a session.

2. The SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 1, wherein establishing the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device and the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device respectively through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner comprises:

   sending, by the source MTC device, a SESSION REQUEST to the SIP server;
establishing, by the SIP server, the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner after receiving the SESSION REQUEST; and
inquiring, by the SIP server, for an address of the target MTC device according to the SESSION REQUEST, and establishing, by the SIP server, the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner.

3. The SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 2, after establishing the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device, the method further comprising:
forwarding, by the SIP server, the SESSION REQUEST to the target MTC device through the secure connection with the target MTC device; and
sending, by the target MTC device, a session response message to the SIP server through the secure connection with the SIP server.

4. The SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 3, wherein the SIP server receives the session response message through the secure connection with the target MTC device, and determines, according to the session response message, whether the target MTC device accepts a session invitation of the source MTC device; if the target MTC device accepts the session invitation of the source MTC device, the SIP server generates an application layer session key according to a key generating algorithm stored in the SIP server.

5. The SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 1, wherein establishing the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device and the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device respectively through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner comprises:
establishing, by the source MTC device, the secure connection with the SIP server through the GBA manner;
sending, by the source MTC device, a SESSION REQUEST to the SIP server through the secure connection between the source MTC device and the SIP server; and
inquiring, by the SIP server, for an address of the target MTC device according to the SESSION REQUEST, and establishing, by the SIP server, the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner.

6. The SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 5, after establishing the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device, the method further comprising:
forwarding, by the SIP server, the SESSION REQUEST to the target MTC device through the secure connection with the target MTC device; and
sending, by the target MTC device, a session response message to the SIP server through the secure connection with the SIP server.

7. The SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 6, wherein the SIP server receives the session response message through the secure connection with the target MTC device, and determines, according to the session response message, whether the target MTC device accepts a session invitation of the source MTC device; if the target MTC device accepts the session invitation of the source MTC device, the SIP server generates an application layer session key according to a key generating algorithm stored in the SIP server.

8. The SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 1, wherein establishing the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device and the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device respectively through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner comprises:
sending, by the source MTC device, a SESSION REQUEST to the SIP server;
establishing, by the SIP server, the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner after receiving the SESSION REQUEST;
receiving, by the SIP server, the SESSION REQUEST, inquiring, by the SIP server, for an address of the target MTC device according to the SESSION REQUEST, and forwarding, by the SIP server, the SESSION REQUEST to the target MTC device;
sending, by the target MTC device, a session response message to the SIP server; and
receiving, by the SIP server, the session response message, and determining, by the SIP server according to the session response message, whether the target MTC device accepts a session invitation of the source MTC device; if the target MTC device accepts the session invitation of the source MTC device, establishing, by the SIP server, the secure connection with the target MTC device through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner.

9. The SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 8, wherein generating, by the SIP server, the application layer session key comprises:
after establishing the secure connection with the target MTC device, generating, by the SIP server, the application layer session key according to a key generating algorithm stored in the SIP server.

10. The SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 1, wherein establishing the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device and the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device respectively through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner comprises:
establishing, by the source MTC device, the secure connection with the SIP server through the GBA manner;
sending, by the source MTC device, a SESSION REQUEST to the SIP server through the secure connection between the source MTC device and the SIP server; and
inquiring, by the SIP server, for an address of the target MTC device according to the SESSION REQUEST, and establishing, by the SIP server, the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner.

11. The SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 10, after establishing the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device, the method further comprising:
forwarding, by the SIP server, the SESSION REQUEST to the target MTC device through the secure connection with the target MTC device; and
sending, by the target MTC device, a session response message to the SIP server through the secure connection with the SIP server.

12. The SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 11, wherein the SIP server receives the session response message through the secure connection with the target MTC device, and determines, according to the session response message, whether the target MTC device accepts a session invitation of the source MTC device; if the target MTC device accepts the session invitation of the source MTC device, the SIP server generates an application layer session key according to a key generating algorithm stored in the SIP server.

13. A system for secure communication between MTC devices, wherein the system comprises a SIP server, a first MTC device, and a second MTC device; the first MTC device operable to:
make a first session request to the SIP server; and
receive, from the SIP server, a first session response message;
the second MTC device operable to:
make a second session request to the SIP server, in response to the first session request; and
receive, from the SIP server, a second session response message;
the SIP server operable to:
forward the first session request to the second MTC device;
forward the first session response message to the first MTC device; and
forward the second session request to the first MTC device; and
forward the second session response message to the second MTC device.

14. The system for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 13, wherein the system comprises a GBA module and a GBA-push module; and
the first MTC device operable to:
initiate the first session request to the SIP server, in response to the first session response message; and
initiate the second session request to the SIP server, in response to the second session response message; and
the second MTC device operable to:
initiate the second session request to the SIP server, in response to the first session response message; and
initiate the first session request to the SIP server, in response to the second session response message; and
the SIP server operable to:
initiate the first session request to the second MTC device, in response to the first session request; and
initiate the first session response message to the second MTC device; and
initiate the second session request to the first MTC device, in response to the second session request; and
initiate the second session response message to the first MTC device.
11. The SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 10, wherein generating, by the SIP server, the application layer session key comprises:
    after establishing the secure connection with the target MTC device, generating, by the SIP server, the application layer session key according to a key generating algorithm stored in the SIP server.

12. The SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 1, wherein establishing the secure connection between the SIP server and the source MTC device and the secure connection between the SIP server and the target MTC device respectively through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner comprises:
    sending, by the source MTC device, a SESSION REQUEST to the SIP server;
    receiving, by the SIP server, the SESSION REQUEST,
    inquiring, by the SIP server, for an address of the target MTC device according to the SESSION REQUEST, and forwarding, by the SIP server, the SESSION REQUEST to the target MTC device;
    sending, by the target MTC device, a session response message to the SIP server;
    and receiving, by the SIP server, the session response message, and determining, by the SIP server according to the session response message, whether the target MTC accepts a session invitation of the source MTC device;
    if the target MTC device accepts the session invitation of the source MTC device, establishing, by the SIP server, the secure connection with the source MTC device and the secure connection with the target MTC device respectively through the GBA manner or the GBA-push manner.

13. The SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 12, wherein generating, by the SIP server, the application layer session key comprises:
    after the SIP server establishes the secure connection with the source MTC device and the secure connection with the target MTC device, generating, by the SIP server, the application layer session key according to a key generating algorithm stored in the SIP server.

14. The SIP-based method for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 1, after sending the application layer session key to the source MTC device and the target MTC device respectively, the method further comprising:
    encrypting, by the source MTC device, session acknowledgement information through the application layer session key, and sending, by the source MTC device, the session acknowledgement information to the target MTC device directly.

15. A Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)-based system for secure communication between Machine Type Communication (MTC) devices, comprising an SIP server, a source MTC device and a target MTC device, wherein
    the SIP server is configured to establish a secure connection with the source MTC device and a secure connection with the target MTC device respectively through a Generic Bootstrapping Architecture (GBA) manner or a GBA-push manner, and is further configured to generate an application layer session key, to send the application layer session key to the source MTC device through the secure connection with the source MTC device, and to send the application layer session key to the target MTC device through the secure connection with the target MTC device;
    the source MTC device is configured to encrypt session acknowledgement information through the application layer session key;
    the source MTC device is configured to send the session acknowledgement information to the target MTC device directly to establish a secure session connection between the source MTC device and the target MTC device;
    and the source MTC device and the target MTC device are configured to start data interaction based on the secure session connection to perform a session.

16. The SIP-based system for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 15, wherein
    the source MTC device is configured to send a SESSION REQUEST;
    the target MTC device is configured to feed back a session response message;
    the SIP server is further configured to forward the SESSION REQUEST to the target MTC device and forward the session response message to the source MTC device.

17. The SIP-based system for secure communication between MTC devices according to claim 16, wherein the SIP server is further configured to, after receiving the session response message, determine according to the session response message, whether the target MTC device accepts a session invitation of the source MTC device.

* * * * *